City of Goodyear Parks & Recreation Department
ADULT SPORTS

ADULT MEN’S FLAG FOOTBALL
RULES/HANDBOOK
WINTER 2011

CITY OF GOODYEAR
Welcome all coaches, participants and fans to the City of Goodyear Aquatics and
Recreation Division Adult Men’s Flag Football Program. This program is based on
fun and exercise for all individuals involved. We hope that you enjoy your flag
football experience in our program and we look forward to cooperating and
communicating with you throughout the season. Our staff would like to wish you the
best of luck for the upcoming season.
All questions or concerns should be directed to Troy Mickelson, Recreation and
Aquatics Coordinator at (623) 882-7536 or e-mail: troy.mickelson@goodyearaz.gov

AWARDS
Awards will consist of trophies for 1st and 2nd place regular season finishers. Awards
will consist of (14) individual t-shirts for 1st and 2nd place tournament finishers along
with plaques for 1st and 2nd place tournament finishers. Award package is based on
a minimum 6 team league.

COMMUNICATION & GAME CANCELATIONS
Unavoidable game cancellations due to rain, irrigation, etc., may be rescheduled by
the League Coordinator. Decisions on rain-out games can usually be obtained after
3:00 p.m. by phoning the rain-out information hotline at (623) 882-7525. League
games that are rained out may be made up at the end of the regular season.
NOTE
Flag Football plays in the rain. Exceptions are when the field is deemed
unusable or it is determined by Field Supervisor and Referees it is unsafe to
play.
The Aquatics and Recreation Division reserves the right to adjust league format due
to inclement weather conditions during the season. It is the responsibility of each
manager to maintain regular communication with the Field Supervisor for news
letters, flyers, rescheduling of games, tournament brackets, rulings and standings.

STANDINGS & TOURNAMENT SEEDS
Current standings will be kept by the Field Supervisor at each field. If two or more
teams are tied in the standings, the following method will determine which team gets
the highest standing:
A. Winning percentage.
B. Head to head record.
C. Forfeits.
D. Ejections of Player(s) and or Team.
E. Attendance at the mandatory managers meeting.
F. Score differential between tied teams.
G. Score differential for entire season.
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Any team they are tied with that has forfeited a game, been ejected or suspended
from a game to any team they are tied with will automatically take the lowest
ranking. Teams will be seeded for tournament play based on the results prior to the
last week of league play. However, awards will be distributed based on the final
standings.
Final league standings are determined by the best overall win/loss record. If two
teams are tied at the end of the regular season, the team which defeated the other
more often in head to head competition will take the top position. In the case of a
split, the team which had the lowest number of points scored against them by the
other team will take the higher position in the standings. In the case of three (or
more) teams with identical records, the team which had the lowest number of points
scored against them by the common opponents will take the higher position in the
standings. Exception: If one team won (swept) all of the head-to-head games versus
each of the other common opponents, that team will be awarded highest position in
the standings. (The league coordinator has the final decision in all matters concerning
this rule.)
Any team they are tied with that has forfeited a game, been ejected or suspended
from a game or did not attend the mandatory managers meeting; will automatically
take the lowest ranking. Teams will be seeded for tournament play based on the
results prior to the last week of league play. However, awards will be distributed
based on the final standings.

TEAM ROSTERS
Players must be at least 18 years old prior to the start of the season. Player
signatures are required before players participate. The team roster may not contain
less than ten (10) or more than sixteen (16) players. The roster must be complete
and submitted at the time of registration to be accepted. Players may be added
and/or deleted from the original roster up to the third scheduled game. Changes
made to the original roster must be written on the appropriate drop/add form before
the new player participates in a game. Roster changes may be done at the park. The
Roster Drop/Add Form is a 3 part form. White Copy (original) goes to the
Recreation Coordinator, Yellow Copy goes in the Field Supervisor Manual, and the
Pink Copy goes to the Team Manager/Coach.

REGISTRATION
Registration is based on team priority levels.
Priority 1 Teams:
Priority 2 Teams:
Priority 3 Teams:
Priority 4 Teams:

Must have 100% Goodyear residents on their roster.
Must have 75% or more Goodyear residents on their roster.
Must have 50% or more Goodyear residents on their roster.
Have less than the 50% Goodyear residents on their roster.

Leagues are open until filled.
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Incomplete rosters will not be accepted!
Register at:

Goodyear Recreation Division
3075 North Litchfield Road
Goodyear, AZ 85395

Days of Operation: Monday – Friday
Closed Saturday’s, Sunday’s and Holiday’s
Hours of Operation: 8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.
Closed from 12:00 P.M. to 1:00 P.M.

FREE AGENTS
If you are in need of extra players for your roster you can contact Troy Mickelson at
(623) 882-7536 for access to the Player Free Agent List.

CONDUCT
The Field Supervisor, Official and/or League Director have the power to forfeit any
game, eject players, coaches or fans, WITHOUT WARNING, from the game for any
conduct deemed unbecoming or detrimental to the game. Outburst of foul language
will not be tolerated. Any participant assaulting an official or City employee will be
automatically suspended for the current season and the incident may result in legal
action. Threats to an official or City employee will result in multiple game
suspensions. Comments such as “I will take care of you later” or “I’ll meet you in the
parking lot” will be considered as threats and will be taken seriously. All coaches
are responsible for the behavior of any players, assistant coaches, or fans in
attendance. The players’ Code of Conduct is strictly enforced and will govern
incidents and occurrences.
NOTE:
There is to be no arguing with the official over calls. There is no exception to
this rule. Any player, coach or observer whose temper gets out of control over
a judgment call, or who by vulgarity, intimidation or yelling confronts an
official, will be warned once. If the infraction is repeated, the offending person
can be dismissed from the game, asked to leave the park, and/or not be
allowed to continue playing the remainder of the season, depending on the
severity of the infraction.

EJECTIONS
Players ejected from the game must leave the field/park immediately. If the player
ejected does not leave the field/park in a timely manner it will result in a forfeit. If
the ejected person continues to become unruly they may be asked to leave the park
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and serve a possible suspension for the remainder of the season. This is in the
discretion of the Official and Field Supervisor. Any player ejected from a City game
faces a minimum penalty of at least a one game suspension. If a player is ejected
during tournament play, he will be suspended for the remainder of the tournament.
Additional action may also be taken per the players’ Code of Conduct. Each incident
will be reviewed, and a decision on the length of the suspension will be made in a
reasonable length of time by the Recreation Coordinator.
NOTE
When a player is ejected from the game the team with the ejected player will
be penalized by a loss of down and is required to take a time-out. This applies
to the league and tournament.

PLAYER ELIGIBILITY
The team coach may request an eligibility check of ONLY one (1) player during a
game. Time out must be called during a natural break in play, and the coach must
get the Field Supervisor to determine eligibility. Eligibility requests must be made
prior to the completion of the first quarter. A player is illegal/ineligible if the player
does not have current or valid ID in possession (on bench), the players name does
not appear on the roster Drop/Add Forms, and the player does not meet age
requirements or appears on more than one roster in the same league.
EXCEPTION
If a player arrives late to the game, the opposing team may protest the
player(s) eligibility by following the above procedure. ALL DECISIONS BY
THE FIELD SUPERVISOR ARE FINAL!

PENALTY
The illegal/ineligible player is automatically ejected from the game and the team
using the illegal/ineligible player forfeits the game and the game will not be played
out. A second ejection for the same player during the season may result in an
automatic team suspension for remainder of the season.

PROTESTS
LEAGUE PLAY:
All complaints on a decision by an official shall be made by the team captain or
manager. Only possible misinterpretations of official rule situations or possible
ineligible players will be discussed. Teams may not protest the judgment calls of
the Official and teams may not protest any part of a game once it has been
completed. The coach must call time and inform the Official of intent to protest, and
then the Field Supervisor and Official will confer if necessary. ALL DECISIONS BY
THE FIELD SUPERVISOR ARE FINAL! The Coach then has the option of playing the
game out under protest. The Field Supervisor must be made aware of this decision
before play resumes. The protest must then be submitted in writing to the Public
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Works Operations Office by noon the following working day. All protests must be
submitted with a $25.00 fee to be refunded if the protest is upheld. In the event the
protest is denied, the $25.00 fee will go into the league fund.
TOURNAMENT PLAY:
All protest situations that occur during tournament play must be resolved
immediately by the Field Supervisor and Official (if necessary) before play may
resume. ALL DECISIONS ARE FINAL!

OFFICIAL(S)
The official of the game will be assigned/contracted through an outside organization.
Questions or complaints should be put in writing and submitted to the City of
Goodyear Recreation Division office.
Three man officials’s to officiate the game.
If an official is not present, the Field Supervisor will officiate the game until the
scheduled official(s) arrives. If a Field Supervisor is unable to officiate because of
restrictions, an individual who is not a member of either of the opposing teams and
who is mutually agreed upon by the team managers will act as an official. If such an
individual is not present, one member of each team will act as an official, calling
infractions for their own players.
The official’s decisions are final. However, protests may be made by Managers only.
Unsportsmanlike behavior will not be tolerated at any time. Abuse or harassment of
the Official is entirely inappropriate and is unacceptable to the spirit of the league.
Individuals who engage in such conduct will be suspended from league play and/or
tournament play for violations. The suspension may be in effect from one game to
the remainder of the season. Any player who is ejected from a game will be
suspended from playing in his team’s next game. This is the minimum penalty. The
Recreation Coordinator may suspend the player additionally if the offense warrants.
A second ejection may result in suspension from the league for a season and
possibly a year.

SCORE SHEETS
The home team is responsible for the official score sheet, unless it is agreed to be
kept by the visiting team. All players must be listed on the score sheet (first and last
names). It is recommended that visiting teams also keep a second score book and
confer with the home team.

GAME TIME
GAME TIME IS FORFEIT TIME! Officials will keep the official game time. As the team
manager, you should ask the Official what time he has for the game time and match it
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with your time. Both teams are responsible for knowing the exact starting time and it
should be noted on the official score sheet. A five minute grace period will be
allowed for 6:00 p.m. (Monday through Friday) games only. Additional time may be
added for games delayed by rain or injury.
NOTE
Tournament championship game will not have a time limit. However the
mercy rule is still in effect.

FORFEITS
A team that forfeits two (2) games during league play may be dropped from the
league and/or tournament. The score of a forfeited game shall be seven (7) to zero
(0) in favor of the team not at fault.

ALCOHOL
The consumption of alcoholic beverages by flag-football participants on any team
roster is strictly prohibited during game play. You are prohibited to consume
alcohol from the beginning of your first game to the end of your last game. Game
play is in the discretion of the Official and Field Supervisor. No QUESTIONS!

TOBACCO
Smoking is not permitted on the sidelines or on the field of play. No smoking in
Goodyear Park’s.

RULES & REGULATIONS POLICY STATEMENT
The Goodyear Aquatics and Recreation Division reserve the right to modify/change
any rules or regulations during the season for the greater good of the league. In
addition, the Aquatics and Recreation Division reserves the right to add or delete
rules for the greater good of the league. If a change is made, all team managers
affected will be notified.

LEAGUE RULES
All league rules are governed and interpreted by the Recreation Coordinator, Field
Supervisor and/or game officials, using City of Goodyear League Rules.

GAME
The game shall be played under the supervision of two to three officials: Referee,
Umpire and Linesman. Field Supervisor will also be present.
Each team manager or coach shall designate to the Referee a team captain. He or
his designated representative will speak for his team in all dealings with the game
officials.
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FIELD DIMENSIONS
The field shall be a rectangular area, 100 yards by 40 yards, with 10-yard end-zones,
and shall be divided into 4 zones, each 20 yards. No running zones will be marked 5
yards from each goal line.

EQUIPMENT
The official ball shall be either leather, synthetic leather, or rubber covered, and
shall meet the recommendations for size, weight, and shape for regulation football.
The City will provide a game ball. The referee shall be the sole judge of any ball
offered for play and may change the ball during play at his discretion. If for some
reason the referee feels a better ball is available that ball may be used provided
both teams agree, otherwise, the City ball will be used. Ball must be properly
inflated.
All players are encouraged to wear mouthpieces to protect the teeth.

UNIFORMS
Like colored jerseys are required, numbers are not. Jerseys or shirts must be
tucked in. No article of clothing may cover any portion of a player's flags. (5
yard penalty for someone who gains possession of the football from point of
possession). Officials may warn violators of this between plays. No jewelry may be
worn.

SHOES/SPIKES
shall be tennis/basketball shoes or a rubber-cleated shoes which have cleats or
ripples which are an integral part of the shoe’s construction. No bare feet shall be
allowed and no hard-soled street shoes may be worn. Any shoe which has metal or
steel tips is prohibited. No long football cleats excess of ½ inch will be allowed.

FLAGS
Sonic Boom flags will be worn at the waist - one on each side of every player. The
belt will be worn snug around a player's waist to eliminate movement of the flags
while de-flagging is attempted. Player’s lower uniform (pants or shorts) must be
of a different color than the flags. If flags, inadvertently falls without being pulled,
than a one-handed touch anywhere will "down" that player in possession of the ball.

PROHIBITED EQUIPMENT
No player wearing illegal equipment shall be permitted to play. The Official will
decide the legality of all equipment. Illegal equipment shall include: helmets,
padded uniforms, sole leather or other hard or unyielding substance on the hands,
wrist, forearms or elbows, no matter how covered or padded. No forearm pads or
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other pads except for elbow or kneepads made of a soft pliable substance.

LENGTH OF GAME
The start of each half shall start with the ball being placed on the 20yard line. Just
prior to the start of the game the Referee shall toss a coin in the presence of the
opposing Field Captains, after first designating which Captain shall call the fall of the
coin.
The Captain winning the toss shall choose one of the following options:
1. To defer choice to the 2nd half
2. To receive the ball on offense
3. To be on defense – To designate which goal his team will defend
4. The loser of the toss shall make his choice of the remaining option.
Before the start of the second half the choosing of options will be reversed.

PLAYING TIME & TIME OUTS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Each half will be played with 20 minute running clock.
Three one-minute time-outs will be allowed per team per game.
Five minute intermission (half time).
25 seconds between plays.
Injuries - an official’s time-out is called for an assumed injured player, he must sit
out for at least one down.

TIE GAME
If a tie exists at the end of regulation play a college format will ensue, each team
shall have four plays from the 20 yard line. If a team scores the extra point rule
is in effect, 1 from 5 yards, 2 from 10 yards, and 3 from 15 yards. Each team
shall have only one time out in the overtime.
Each team shall have its players on the field for the opening play at the scheduled
time for the beginning of each half. Penalty: 5 yards.
The ball must be put in play promptly and legally and any action or inaction by
either team which tends to prevent this is illegal delay of the game.

SCORING
The following methods shall be used in scoring a game:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Touchdown
Safety
Successful try for point from 5 yards
Successful try for point from 10 yards
Successful try for point from 15 yards

6 points
2 points
1 point
2 points
3 points
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F. Forfeited game
G. Winner of Tie Breaker
H. Return of a try for point by defensive team

7 points
1 point
3 points

MERCY RULE
Any team winning by 22 or more points in the 2nd half of the game shall be declared
the winner.
NOTE
Any team ahead by a significant margin in the 2nd half that attempts to prolong
the game in an unsportsmanlike manner thereby making a mockery of the
game shall lose by forfeit. The referee is under no obligation to issue a
warning prior to announcing the forfeit (however he may at his discretion issue
such a warning).

EXTRA POINT
An opportunity to score points after touchdown shall be granted. There shall be one
scrimmage play from a point between the in-bounds line. A successful attempt of an
extra point will result in one point from 5 yards, 2 points from 10 yards, 3 points from
15. Interceptions returned by the defense will be worth 3 points for the defensive
team.

PLAY AFTER SAFETY
After a safety is scored the ball shall belong to the defending team at its own 20-yard
line and that team shall put the ball in play by a snap.

PLAYERS
Eight (8) man; everybody is eligible. A team must field at least six (6) players in
order to start or continue a game.
All substitutes shall be on the field and in position prior to the snap of the ball. No
player may line up closer than 5 yards from the sideline, unless he came out of the
huddle, or unless he was on the field during the previous play, didn't leave the field,
and his team does not call a huddle. Penalty: 10 yards from L.O.S. and if flagrant,
offender shall be disqualified.
Rosters are limited to a maximum of 16 players. Roster changes (additions) will be
limited to four per season maximum (this is a City of Goodyear Rule applicable
for all adult sports programs). Any team found using an ineligible player shall
forfeit that game. If violations are deemed to be excessive or premeditated a team
may be dropped from the league.

CONDUCT OF PLAYERS, COACHES, AND SPECTATORS
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Whenever, in the judgment of any game officials, the following acts are deliberate or
flagrant, the players involved shall be suspended from the game and/or expelled
from the league:
A. Using fists, kicking or kneeing
B. Using locked hands, elbows or any part of the forearm or hand and forearm
shivers are all illegal.
C. Tackling the ball-carrier as in regulation football
D. Any other deliberate or flagrant act
E. There shall be no unsportsmanlike conduct by players, substitutes, coaches or
others subject to the rules.
F. Flagrant and unnecessary roughness penalties shall result in the disqualification
of the offender(s).
G. Any player or spectator who uses profanity shall be warned and then required to
leave the field after a second occurrence. Failure to do so can result in a forfeit.
H. If a player is ejected from a game he will automatically be suspended from
his team's next scheduled game. He may also be required to come to the Parks
& Recreation Offices to meet with the league coordinator and show good cause
why he should be allowed to continue to play football. If he is asked to meet with
the League Coordinator, he must do this before he can participate in another
game. The team he plays for is responsible for seeing that he does this. If he
should play in a game without appearing before the League Coordinator, than
that team shall forfeit any and all games he participated in.
I. Any spectator entering onto the field area to fight a member of an opposing team
will cause the spectator's team to forfeit the game.
J. Upon ejection from a game a player may be asked to leave the park. If he does
not, this may be declared a forfeit for the opposing team.
K. Team managers/coaches are responsible for the overall conduct of their team
and fans, and will see that all players are familiar with all rules and regulations
for the City of Goodyear Adult Flag-Football League. The privilege of entering
the league next season and continuing in the present season will be based on the
conduct of you, your team, and fans.
L. Any player who is ejected for the second time in a season will be ineligible to
participate for the remainder of the season.
M. If a team refuses to play within two minutes after instructed by the Referee, or if
play is interfered with by an obviously unfair or unsportsmanlike act not
specifically covered by the rules; or if a team repeatedly commits fouls which
can be penalized only by halving the distance to its goal line, the Referee may
enforce any penalty he considers equitable, including the awarding of a score.
For refusal to play, or for repeated fouls, the Referee shall, after one warning,
forfeit the game to the opponents.
Using any act of unsportsmanlike conduct includes:
1. Abusive or insulting language including taunting.
2. Any acts of unfair play.
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3. Managers, coaches or others on the field of play at any time without permission,
or their interference of nature with the progress of the game.
4. Players leaving the field of play other than during the intermission at half time
5. A substitute or any other person interfering with a player or any play while the
ball is alive.

NUMBER OF PLAYERS
When the ball is snapped at least five (5) players must be on the offensive line of
scrimmage.

BALL PLACEMENT
The ball shall be put in play at the beginning of the game, beginning of the second
half, and after a score by placing the ball on the 20-yard line of the offensive team
and play shall begin 1st down and "line-to-gain".

FIRST DOWNS
Four downs shall be allowed in which to advance the football into the next zone
(zone lines will be marked every 20 yards). The zone shall be considered reached
when the forward part of the football in its position when declared dead on the field
of play, touches or is advanced farther than the line marking 0then next zone or in
this case the "line-to-gain". The "LINE-TO-GAIN" refers to the next zone line the
offense must advance the football to or past, in order to gain a 1st down. If after the
(4) four consecutive downs, a team has failed to advance the ball into the next zone,
possession shall go to the defense at that spot.

HUDDLE
After the Official marks the ball "ready-for-play", offense will have 25 seconds to put
the ball in play or else be penalized 5 yards for delay of game. It is not necessary for
a team to huddle before plays. (Audible or predetermined plays may be used
without huddling).

CENTER SNAP
A center snap is the legal continuous act of passing or handing the ball backward
through the legs of the center from its position on the ground. A center snap may
touch the ground before it gets to the quarterback and remain playable if the
quarterback fields it cleanly. However, if the quarterback muffs the ball to the
ground it is dead.

MOTION & ENCROACHMENT
Before the ball is snapped offensive players must come to a complete stop and
remain stationary in a legal position without movement of feet, body, head or arms,
for at least one full second before the snap of the ball.
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Only one (1) player is allowed in motion at one time, and his motion may be toward
the L.O.S. (Arena Football Style).
Off-sides shall be called for encroachment (passing over the plane of the Line of
Scrimmage by either the offense or the defense before the ball is snapped). A false
movement of the football by the center shall constitute offensive encroachment.
Encroachment is a dead ball foul. The play shall be immediately whistled dead
before play begins and 5 yards will automatically be marked off against the
encroaching team.
If a player on either side LINES UP OFFSIDES, the Line Judge will point down 45
degrees toward that player's team side. If that player does not get back on-sides
before the ball is snapped, he will be considered as having encroached at the
moment of snap. If an official has not "encroach warned" a team for lining up offsides, by pointing at them, he should not call encroachment on them at the snap of
the ball. They should be warned of lining up off-sides and be given a chance to
move back or else not called for encroachment for lining up off-sides. (This rule is
designed to speed up the game by helping players line up on-sides thereby
eliminating what is, most of the time, non-intentionally, non-advantage gaining
penalties).

STANCE
All players of both the offense and the defense must assume an "upright" or
two-point stance.
No defensive player may line "head up" with the offensive center for reasons of
safety.

EXPANDED NEUTRAL ZONE
There will be a one (1) yard neutral zone to separate the offensive and defensive
lines of scrimmage. Neither team may break the plane of the neutral zone on their
side of ball prior to the snap. Penalty is a DEAD BALL encroachment for offense,
offside for defense.

BLOCKING AND SCREENING
In blocking, teammates of the runner or passer may contact opponents with their
hands provided the technique is legal. The legal techniques are as follows:
A. Open hands (use of forearms or shoulder(s) is not allowed). The hand(s) shall
be:
1. In advance of the elbow;
2. Inside the frame of the blocker’s body. The frame of the blocker’s body is the
front of the body at or below the shoulders; (hands that slip off the chest of a
rusher and end up around the throat/neck/head of the rusher shall be deemed an
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illegal block).
3. Inside the frame of the opponent's body, except when the opponent
turns his back to the blocker during the block or after the blocker has
made contact. The frame of the opponent's body is at the shoulders or
below other than the back; (If a rusher turns his back to a blocker i.e.
spins, than he must not push the blocker over or off of the blocker’s
“spot” on the field that would be deemed “bull rushing” and an illegal
rush.) In spinning the rusher must avoid the blocker.
4. At or below the shoulders of the blocker and the opponent, except when the
opponent squats, ducks, or submarines during the block or after the blocker is
committed to his block; and
5. Open, when the palm(s) are facing the frame of the opponent or when the
forearms are extended beyond the 45 degree angle from the body.
6. Blockers are to “screen” the oncoming rushers around the “pocket” of the
quarterback.
NOTE
The key element in determining if a block or rush is illegal is if either the
blocker or rusher was forced off of their “spot” on the field. At no time may
either side PUSH or SHOVE or FORCE the other off of their “spot” on the field.
They must always “go around”.

DOWNFIELD BLOCKING
Downfield blocking is NOT permitted. All players must stand still when ever the
ball is advanced beyond the LOS. Penalty = 10 yards for spot of foul. On punt and
interception return there is no blocking!

OFFENSIVE USE OF HANDS
The offensive team shall be prohibited from obstructing an opponent with extended
hand or arm. This includes the use of a "stiff arm" extended to ward off an opponent.
Penalty: 10 yards from spot of foul, loss of down. This is "flag guarding". All
"flag guarding" penalties carry loss of down.

BLOCKING & INTERLOCKED INTERFERENCE
Article 5. Players of the offensive team may block opponents provided it is neither a
forward pass interference, interference with opportunity to catch a kick, nor a
personal foul. Teammates of a ball-carrier or passer may interfere for him by
blocking (or screening), but there shall be no interlocking interference. This
prohibition includes grasping or encircling one another, to any degree, with the
hand or arm. All blocking must be at the neutral zone or on the offensive side of the
ball. Penalty: 10 yards from spot of foul.

SCREENING
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Screening shall be defined as obstructing the defender's path to the quarterback or
ball-carrier. There can be no independent movement of the elbows. The screener
may not leave his feet to screen and may not drive into the defender. The defender
may not run over the screener (blocker) – no bull rushing!
A defensive player may use his hands to avoid an opponent in an attempt to get at
the ball-carrier, and may also use his hands to lead his own body around an
opponent who is screening/blocking. The defensive man may not push/pull an
offensive man from the spot on the field occupied by that offensive player. (Any arm
or hand contact to the head will result in a 15-yard penalty.)

RUSHING: BALL CARRIER
The responsibility of avoiding contact rests with the ball-carrier. (He must show
the official he MADE AN EFFORT to avoid contact. A ball-carrier may spin, or dive,
but must realize that while spinning, or diving, he is in a "state of non-control" and
should contact occur as a result of his uncontrolled momentum, he will be penalized
10 yards. (note if officials determine the act to be intentional and poor sportsmanlike
in nature, the player may be ejected at that point for unsportsmanlike conduct).
Turning his back in a spinning move on the defensive player is not enough effort by
the offensive ball-carrier to avoid contact, and will result in a penalty on the ballcarrier. The "STIFF ARM" is illegal. The ball-carrier shall not protect his flags by
blocking with his hand, arm, or head, the opportunity of an opponent to pull or
remove his flags: Flag guarding will be marked from P.O.I. with "loss of down".

RUNNING ZONES
Field will be marked with NO running zones 5 yards from each goal line.

HELPING THE RUNNER
The ball-carrier shall not grasp a teammate or be grasped, pulled or pushed by a
teammate. Penalty: 5 yards from spot of foul.

PASSING
Any number of passes may be attempted from any point on the playing field behind
the line of scrimmage.
A. All players are eligible and must wear flags.
B. The passer must be behind the line of scrimmage when a forward pass is thrown.
C. One foot (the first foot) of a receiver must be in-bounds and a receiver must have
control of the ball for a pass to be complete.

FUMBLES
When a backward pass or fumble hits the ground between the goal lines, it becomes
dead and belongs to the team last in possession at the spot where it hits the ground
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or at the in-bounds line opposite the spot where it left the field of play. Forward
offensive fumbles which cross and hit beyond the next line-to-gain will result in ball
being marked dead at the point FROM WHICH IT WAS FUMBLED, loss of down if the
official deems the act to be intentional. When the ball is fumbled into or out of goal
line, but has not broken the plan of the goal in their possession, it will be ruled a
Touchback. The opposing team gains possession on their 20-yard line, 1st down,
next line to gain.

ILLEGAL PASS
An illegal forward pass that occurs will result in a 5 yard penalty and loss of a down if
accepted.
A LATERAL will be any pass thrown overhand or underhand perpendicular or away
from the direction of advancement of team in possession. A PASSER may never be
his own intended receiver.
ALL ILLEGAL FORWARD PASSES will be marked from the point of infraction with a
loss of down.
If the rusher TOUCHES Quarterback's head or arm, or torso in his attempt to block
the pass, a penalty will be called. Roughing the passer will be called when the
defense, while attempting to de-flag the quarterback or block the pass lets his
MOMENTUM charge into the passer. Touching the ball does not justify contact
with quarterback. The defense is to play the flags.

RECEIVING
All players of both teams are eligible pass receivers. The lines marking the
sidelines and the extreme end of the end zones shall be considered out of bounds.
Bumping (not holding) receivers is permitted at the line-of-scrimmage only. After
releasing from L-0-S its hands off the receivers. Any contact beyond the L-O-S is a 10
yard penalty and re-play the down.

PASS INTERFERENCE
A. After the pass is in the air, neither the pass receiver or defender may touch the
other until one of them touches the ball, or else offensive or defensive pass
interference may be called. If CONTACT occurs AFTER one of them touches the
ball, then pass interference cannot be called unless one of them catches the ball
and the other "STRIPS" or ATTEMPTS to "STRIP" the ball from his hands.
(STRIPPING occurs in two forms (1) RECEIVER STRIPPING or attempting to rake
the ball from the grasp of a receiver after he has caught the ball but before he
has brought the ball into a possessive position, in which case, RECEIVER
STRIPPING, a form of Pass Interference will be called. (2) RUNNER STRIPPING
which occurs when a defender attempts to strip or rake the ball from the grasp of
a player who has the ball in a possessive position, in which case, RUNNER
STRIPPING, a form of Illegal Deflagging, will be called. (If Offensive player has
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established possession of the football, the defensive man must go for the flag
and NOT the ball).
B. All OFFENSIVE Pass Interference Plays, whether they occur during the
"Regulation”, "Overtime", or the "P.A.T." which are ACCEPTED by the defensive
captain, shall be marked 10 yards from the L.O.S. or P.O.I., whichever hurts the
infracting team the most, with a loss of down and loss of play if in overtime.
C. DEFENSIVE Pass Interference Plays, which occur on the Playing Field, during the
"Regulation Play Period," and "Tie Breaker Period", and are ACCEPTED, shall
be marked 10 yards from P.O.I. or L.O.S., whichever hurts the infracting team the
most, 1st DOWN will be awarded and the PLAY will be run again if in overtime.
D. DEFENSIVE Pass Interference which occurs on the Playing Field during "P.A.T.
Try Periods" and ACCEPTED: ball will be placed on the 1 yard line -- P.A.T. Try
will be run again.
E. DEFENSIVE Pass Interference which occurs in the End Zone during the
"Regulation Play Period" and ACCEPTED: the ball will be placed on the 1 yard
line, and 1st down will be awarded.
F. DEFENSIVE Pass Interference which occurs in the End Zone during the "Tie
Breaker Period" or "P.A.T. Try Period" and ACCEPTED: the ball will be placed
on the 1 yard line – same play will be run again.
G. SCREENING a receiver's eyes by a defender without playing the football is pass
interference and shall be penalized as such.

KICKING & PUNTING
When the offensive team wishes to punt (regardless of whether it is fourth down), it
is required to inform the defensive team and the officials of its intention to kick while
they are still in their huddle. The decision is irreversible.
A. There shall be no quick kicks. Penalty is illegal procedure and loss-of-down.
B. When a team punts, both the offensive and defensive teams must have all but
one player on the line until the ball is kicked.
C. There shall be no rushing the kicker.
D. During the punt, only the kicker may be in motion.
E. Center must hike the ball on all free kicks.
F. If the punt hits a member of the punting team which has not crossed the L.O.S. it
is dead at that spot and the receiving team's ball.
G. The punter has 10 seconds to punt, after the snap. 5-yard delay of game.
H. Defense may jump and block a low punt at the L-O-S.

CATCH A KICK
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A player of the receiving team who is so located that he could catch a scrimmage
kick which is beyond the neutral zone must be given an unencumbered opportunity
to field such a kick. Penalty: Receiving team's ball, first down, 10 yards beyond spot
of foul.

FAIR CATCH
Receivers of a punt must signal by extending one arm overhead and waving.

FIELDING A PUNT
When a punt touches a player on the receiving team who is in bounds, and rebounds
into the air, all players become eligible to intercept and advance the ball before it
touches the ground. This rule applies even if the punt hits the ground before first
touching the receiving team's player. The punt receiving team may field a punt in
the air, off of a bounce or directly off of the ground, if fielded cleanly. If a punt is left
unattended, it becomes dead where it rolls still.
Punts Falling in the End Zone:
If muffed by the receiving team before possession, and it hits in or out of the
end zone, the ball will come out to the 20-yard line, 1st down, next
"line-to-gain" for the receiving team. If the ball is touched in the air or on the
ground by the punting team, the ball will come out to the 20, 1st down, line-to-gain.
If a punt receiver who gains possession of a punted ball in the end zone, is
deflagged in the end zone, whether he was attempting to run it out or not, the ball
will be brought out to the 20 yd. line, 1st down, and next "line-to-gain." If a
defensive penalty occurs after the offense declares they will punt, the offense may
reconsider, due to the change in field position.

DEFLAGGING & TACKLING
A defensive player may leave his feet to pull the offensive player's flag but may not
make contact while doing so. When a defensive player pulls the ball-carrier's flag,
he must stop and hold it above his head. TACKLING is prohibited. Tackling is
grasping or encircling the body of the ball-carrier with a hand or arm, thus
impeding his progress. Penalty 10 yards. The offender will be disqualified if the act
was flagrant enough to cause injury, whether injury occurred or not. Grabbing the
ball-carrier's clothing, to the point of impeding his progress shall be penalized 10
yards. If the flag inadvertently falls from the offensive player in possession of the
ball, then one hand touch anywhere "downs" the player.
Premature De-flagging:
PREMATURELY pulling or removing an opponent's flag with the obvious intent of
making the offensive player ineligible to become a ball-carrier: 10 yard penalty.
Runner Stripping:
is a form of Illegal Deflagging. If Quarterback's arm was in forward motion when his
flag was pulled, the pass is allowable. The ball-carrier shall not protect his flags by
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blocking with his hand, arm, or head the opportunity of an opponent to pull or
remove his flags. That receiver will be considered dead at the point he was
deflagged. If the passer is legally deflagged as he is passing the football, and later
in that play receives the ball back, he shall be "downed" by one hand touch
anywhere.
Tackling or pushing a ball-carrier who is running near a sideline for the purpose of
knocking him out-of-bounds. PENALTY: 10 yards. Ball-carrier's progress can be
stopped only by de-flagging. Note if pushed out of bounds inside the 10 yard
line, a touchdown will be awarded.

INADVERTENT WHISTLE
If an official whistles the play dead prematurely the offense shall have the choice of:
A. Accepting the ball where it was prematurely whistled dead with loss of down, or
B. Running the play over, same down, and distance to gain. Pretending to pull an
opponent's flag (raising empty hand intentionally) resulting in official's
"quick-whistle", defense will be penalized 5 yards on top of offense's choice from
"quick whistle" (above). Offensive Penalties have priority over quick whistle if
they were committed before the quick whistle.

FLAGS
The flags are to be attached to, but not tied, to either the belt or the pants. Each flag
will extend or hang a minimum of 12 inches from the waist. Flags and Belts will be
provided by the Parks & Recreation to insure their uniform size and condition.
Illegal alteration, securing or substitution of flags or belts will result in player's
removal from game. Any player with less than two (2) flags in the proper position at
the snap, shall be ruled deflagged immediately at the point where he shall gain
possession of the football. No rolling flags under belt. If belts inadvertently fall off
during the play--a player will be downed by one hand touch anywhere.

PENALTIES
All Penalties shall be marked 5, 10 or 15 yards.
LOS/POI - Designates that these penalties may be marked from Line of Scrimmage
or the Point of Infraction, whichever hurts the infracting team the most.
OFFSETTING PENALTIES - If offsetting fouls occur during a down, or while the ball is
ready-for-play for such down, the next down shall be the same as it would have been
had no fouls occurred.
EXCEPTION
If there is a change of team possession during a down or at the end of a down,
the team last gaining possession may decline the offsetting foul and retain
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possession after accepting the penalty for its own infraction providing that
infraction did not occur before the change of possession. (If each team fouls
during a down in which there is a chance of team possession, the team last
gaining possession may retain the ball, providing its foul was not prior to the
final change of possession and it declined the penalty of its opponent’s foul). If
offsetting fouls occur before a change of possession, play shall be run over.
5 YARD PENALTIES
Ö Improper equipment
Ö Delay of game
Ö Illegal substitution
Ö Encroachment
Ö Helping the runner
Ö Invalid or illegal fair catch signal
Ö False start or any illegal act by snapper
Ö Less than enough (5) offensive players on line
Ö Illegal formation/procedure/Illegal motion/shift
Ö Illegal handing ball forward (Also loss of down)
Ö Illegal forward pass (Also loss of down)
Ö Intentional grounding (Also loss of down)
10 YARD PENALTIES OR SPOT OF FOUL
Ö Face guarding (pass interference)
Ö Illegal blocking technique (blocker’s leading the play)
Ö Illegal use of hands -Interlocked interference
Ö Holding
Ö Stiff arming
Ö Punt return & interception blocking
Ö Premature de-flagging
Ö Fair catch interference
Ö Illegal block after fair catch signal
Ö Downfield Blocking –from spot of foul
Ö Forward pass interference by offense (Also loss of down)
Ö Illegal block below the waist
Ö Offensive charging (the ball-carrier)
Ö Clipping - Chop block
Ö Tripping
Ö Unnecessary roughness (personal fouls)
Ö Roughing the passer mm (automatic first down)
Ö Unsportsmanlike conduct
Ö Illegal participation (sleepers and hide outs)
Ö Non-player illegally on field
Ö Stripping receiver or ball-carrier
Ö Illegal contact by defense-bump beyond L-O-S
Ö Tackling or pushing ball carrier out-of-bounds if inside 10-yard line a touchdown
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will be awarded.
Ö Defensive pass interference
DISQUALIFICATION ASSOCIATED WITH CERTAIN 15-YARD PENALTIES
Ö Any act if unduly rough or flagrant
Ö Any repeated unsportsmanlike act
Ö Butting and forearm shiver

OFFICIAL "CATCH-ALL" CLAUSE:
The game officials have final determination on rule interpretations so as to insure an
enjoyable experience for players and staff.

SPORTSMANSHIP
Athletic competition, at the community recreation level, can be a rewarding and fun.
The City of Goodyear strives to provide a safe and enjoyable experience for all of
the participants. Recreation is an important part of our everyday lives. The end
result, or the quality of the experience, will rest with the attitude each participant
brings to the contest.
As a staff we hope the individual competitors will rely on an old standard
sportsmanship “it is an important part of the game”. Competition is good as long as
we follow the rules. What society might see at the professional level does not
necessarily enhance the experience at the community level. No one is getting paid
to play. Sportsmanship is of the utmost importance in the game. It is respect for
yourself and your fellow players. Remember, enjoy the recreation activity for just
what it is…..a game. You will only get out of it what you put into it. We hope you
have a great season!

CODE OF CONDUCT
All rules will be strictly enforced. The term A individual includes the following:
coach, manager, player, or spectator. A team is responsible for the conduct of its
individual players and spectators. Misconduct may result in penalizing an individual
or team from all City of Goodyear leagues and tournaments. The term A official
includes the following: umpire, league director, or city staff.
NO INDIVIDUAL SHALL:
y At any time lay a hand upon, shove, strike or threaten an official or individual.
Minimum Penalty:
Removed from league play for (1) calendar year and placed on (2) years probation.
Maximum Penalty:
Banned from the City of Goodyear Sports Programs and assault charges filed.
y Be guilty of objectionable demonstration of dissent by wrong doing or any other
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forceful actions.
Minimum Penalty:
Warning by official.
Maximum Penalty:
Ejection from game and playing field and a minimum (1) game suspension.
y Be guilty of using unnecessary rough tactics in the play of the game.
Minimum Penalty:
Ejected from game and playing area and (1) game suspension.
Maximum Penalty:
Banned from the City of Goodyear Sports Programs and assault charges filed.
y Be guilty of an abusive verbal attack upon any official or individual on or off the
field of play.
Minimum Penalty:
Ejected from the game and playing area, (2) game suspension and probation for the
remainder of the season.
Maximum Penalty:
Suspension for one full year and placed on probation for (6) months after
reinstatement.
y Use profane, obscene or vulgar language in any manner at any time on or off the
playing field/court.
Minimum Penalty:
Warning by league official or umpire.
Maximum Penalty:
Ejection from game, (2) game suspension and probation for the remainder of the
season.
y Appear on the field in an intoxicated condition or under the influence of any type
of drug/substance that will infringe on the player’s safety or the safety of others.
Minimum Penalty:
Ejection from the game you are currently playing, plus (1) additional game
suspension and/or probation for the remainder of the season.
Maximum Penalty:
Banned from the City of Goodyear Sports Program.
y Consuming alcoholic beverages during scheduled league game(s).
Minimum Penalty:
Player(s) ejected from game and (1) game suspension.
Maximum Penalty:
Player removed from league played from the rest of the season.
y Be guilty of any demonstration of unsportsmanlike conduct.
Minimum Penalty:
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Warning by official
Maximum Penalty:
Banned from the City of Goodyear Sports Programs.

NOTE
Players, coaches, or managers who are on probation when another incident occurs
can have their penalty increased to the maximum. If a player coach or manager is
suspended from play and is found to be playing on another team, the penalty can be
extended beyond the original time limit. The severity of the infraction will
determine the penalty. Penalties can fall between the minimum and maximum. City
staff, the Aquatics & Recreation Coordinator and/or the Aquatics & Recreation
Supervisor will determine the penalty within a reasonable amount of time.
ZERO TOLERANCE WILL BE EXERCISED!!!
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